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CREATE A NEW CLASS 

Create a new class 

Add new class. Go to Left menu > Class > Edit > New 

Delete a class 

Delete a class. Go to Left menu > Class > Edit, then tap class you want to delete  
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ADD STUDENTS INTO A CLASS 
There are two options to enter or bulk insert students into a class 

Manual input 
Go to Left menu > Class >, then chose a class you want to input one or more students, then tap New student: 

After tab New student, input a student’s information: 

Bulk insert 
Go to Left menu > Class >, then chose a class you want to input one or more students, then tap Bulk insert: 

then input each student per line as following format: 
<Full name>|<student number>|<email>|<cellphone 
number> 
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CREATE A QUESTION PAPER 
Create a question paper 
Go to Left menu > Question paper > Edit > New 

then input: paper code, number of question, and number of key code 
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Chose relevant keycode to make a answer key 
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MAPPING A CLASS INTO A EXAM 
Create an exam 

Go to Left menu > Exam > Edit > New > Done 

Mapping the class and question paper 
Chose the exam (created at step create an exam), then tap “Class” to chose a class (as soon as you tap a class, 
list of students will appear), tap “Unset paper” to chose a paper question, tap date to edit exam date then Save 
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CAPTURE IMAGE TO GET SCORE 
In Home screen > Relevant Exam >  tap camera icon in order to capture relevant answer sheet. 

In the detail screen of any student's answer sheet, you can send them email privately or export all scores (table 
format) to your email for further actions. 
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tap Email to send a student 
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